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General instructions: 

The question paper has been divided into three sections:   
Sections A: Reading( 20 marks.)   
Sections B : Writing & Grammar( 30 marks.)   
Section C : Literature (30 marks.)   

 

SECTION ‘A’ : READING [15] 

Q.1.Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow.   
 

1. A noble purpose gives meaning to one's own life and if os benefit to other. I realised this when 

researching on and writing about the life of Jamsetji Tata. What gave one man living in a colonised 

country the vision to advance it in the community of nations? He not only gave India the power of steel 

and hydroelectric energy, but also an institute of research. 

2. He sent an educationist to Europe and the United States to report on what should be the best Model for 

India. The Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore was recommended as the Model. But Jamsetji Made 

it a point to see that his name was not associated with the university. After his death, his dream came 

true with the establishment of the Indian Institute of Science in Bengaluru. It was to be the fountainhead 

of Science in the decades to come. 
 

3. There are others too whose purpose in life has made a difference to society. Mother Teresa had a 

comfortable life at Loretto Convert, Kolkata. On a train journey to Darjeeling, she felt her 'calling' 

and wanted to give up her comfortable life in the convent and serve the poor and the needy. 
 

4. After that, she took a three-month nursing course and returned to Kolkata. She devoted her time to the 

sick and the homeless. Touched by her sacrifice, some of her students joined her and work began. Not 

everyone has such a strong calling. When I 

   asked her how one could be sure of one's calling, she replied, "Deep down in our hearts we know 

exactly what our calling is, if we are sincere." 

 

 



5. One's purpose i shaped over a period of time, but every noble purpose is based on a feeling for the 

suffering of others and a esire for alleviating that condition. Some years ago, in Kerala, a young man 

saw his father join Gandhiji and fight for opening temples to the Harijans. When he grew up, the boy 

decided to take up agricultural studies, because he had seen the havoc caused by the Bengal Famine. 

He went to Europe and studied agriculture. On his return to India, he spearheaded the Green 

Revolution. Dr. M.S. Swaminathan demonstrates hot purpose intensifies with time. 

 

Q.1.Read the given questions and write the answers           

a. Bring out the unique character traits of Jamsetji Tata.     [1] 

b. Why did he send an educationist to Europe and the USA?    [1] 

c. Mention two things about Indian Institute of Science?     [1] 

d. How did Mother Teresa start working for the poverty-stricken people?   [1] 

e. What was the first step that Mother Teresa took?     [1] 

f. Is it possible to find one's calling within a short period? Why/Why not?  [1] 

g. What do we learn from the life of people like M.S. Swaminathan?    [1] 

 

Q.2. Read the following passage carefully and answer the following questions:   [8] 

The single most important factor that distinguishes those of us who succeeded in any venture from those of us 

who don’t is this ‘instant coffee’ attitude. Most of us want results quickly. We want to reach top quickly. We 

want to reach the top immediately and get worked up when things go wrong. Perseverance and patience are 

forgotten words. We get upset, frustrated and angry when a skill or activity requires us to put in a lot of effort 

and time. We get dejected and want to give it up. Things should be easy. Why should things take long? It is 

unfair. 

Life is too short and there is not enough time to do all the things we want to. We tend to compare with others and 

get upset when they seem to be doing well – dismissing their achievement as pure luck- or think that they have 

support, help, and approach…..that God is being too kind to them and not to us. And so we give up. 

            But such thinking serves no purpose. For it doesn’t solve the problem. Life is tough for those with the 

‘instant coffee’ attitude. Success, real success come to those who have a ‘bread making ‘ attitude. Those who are 

willing to knead the dough, wait for hours for it to rise only to punch it down and knead some more, wait for 

another couple of hours for it to rise again, then bake it before ready to be eaten. Nothing is instantaneous. For 

every endeavor – when in the area of career, academics, music, sports, relationships, physical fitness or even in 

spirituality---- It is long arduous journey. 

On the basis of reading of the paragraph answer the following questions briefly:                                                             

1. What is the ‘instant coffee attitude?       [2] 

2. When we are asked to put in a lot of effort and time us…………   [2] 

3. How is life with those who follow ‘instant coffee attitude?     [2] 



4. Nothing is instaneous and every endeavor is---------     [2] 

Section-B (Writing and Grammar)   [25] 

Q.3.Write a letter to Editor expressing the views on manholes on the road.    [8]                     

 Q.4. Write a short story on the hints provided below:       (10) 
 My father brought a monkey , it was very mischievous and turned my home upside down….. 

 

Q.5     Fill in the blanks with appropriate word.        (4) 

Rohini wrote _________ her mother that she would not go ____ the boarding school. “I now have b) 

____ friends also. I am really happy to be here _____ my friends.  

 

Q.6.Rearrange these words/Phrases to make meaningful sentences.     (3) 

(a) people / devastated / most / moments / sorrow/ of/ in / feel  

(b) have / with / connection / we / lost / we / God / feel / that  

(c) of ease / does not / why / us / grant / God / life / a  

 

Section C : (Literature) [30] 

Q.8. Answer any 10 of the following questions in 25-40 words.      (2 x 10=18) 
a. Why Johnsy was gloomy in the hospital” 

b. Who was Bernman? What was his masterpiece? 

c. What did Einstene do after the bomb attack in Japan? 

d. What were the changes Bismillah khan brought in Shehnai? 

e. What gift did Kezia plan to give to father? 

f. Where was the poet when it was raining? 

g. Why did the saint Peter Angry with the woman? 

h. How did the coconut tree was a blessing in disguise for Prashant? 

i. Who was Marggie? What problem she was facing with? 

 

Q.10. Answer the following question in70-80 words.          [6*2=12M]  

1. Who was Isharan? What was his hobby? 

2. Write the character sketch of Prashant 
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General Instructions: 

1. Question paper is divided into two sections: Section-A and Section- B. 

2.  Section–A: 

i) Multiple choice question/Fill in the blanks/Direct Questions of 1 mark each. Answer 

any 10 questions. 

ii)  Very Short Answer of 2 marks each. Answer any 5 questions.  

iii)  Short Answer of 3 marks each. Answer any 5 questions.  

3. Section–B: Long type questions of 5 marks each. Answer any 3 questions. 

4. All questions of a particular section must be attempted in the correct orderquestions. 

 

 Section A 

1 Answer any 10 Questions  

 I) Which of the following combination of keys are used for copying a 

particular file in a folder? 

a) CTR+V b)CTR+X c) CTR+C d)CTR+P 

 II) Taking vacations help you to manage your __________ Levels. 

 III) To save a workbook, use _________ command. 

 IV) The regular expression to search for a line ending with the word ‘last’ 

will be: 

a) last^  b) $last   c) ^last d) last$   

 V) Where do you find Conditional Formatting command? 

a) Edit menu   b) Format menu   c) View Menu   d) Insert Menu 

 VI) A ____________ is the key to a chart, it tells what colour or pattern 

corresponds to a specific piece of data. 

a) Legend       b) Lines                  c) Title             d) Subtitle 

 VII) The Shortcut key for printing is _________. 

a) Ctrl+D   b) Ctrl+Shift+D    c) Alt+P    d) Ctrl+P 

 VIII) Preloaded graphics/objects are available for use through _________ 

of Office. 

a) Themes    b) Graphics Library    c) Gallery   d) Clipart 



 IX) The ability to being relied upon or able to be counted on 

is__________ 

a) Teamwork    b) dependability   c) accountability   d) leadership  

 X) List any two Your Strengths and Weaknesses. 

 XI) Short cut key to edit any cell 

a) F3      b)F2      c) F5     d)F7 

 XII) The cell having bold boundary is the ______ cell. 

a) Last    b) Next  c) First   d) Active 

2 Very Short Question Answers (Any 5) 

 I) How you can search a word in Calc using find option? 

 II) What is cell and range of cells? 

 III) What is self-management? 

 IV) How many rows and columns are there in Cals worksheet?  

 V) Write the steps to insert blank row and column in Calc. 

 VI) What is the meaning of sorting data in Calc? 

3 Short Question Answers.(Any 5) 

 I) What are strengths and Weaknesses? Why it is important to know 

own strength and weaknesses? 

 II) What is the difference between workbook and worksheet in Calc. 

 III) Can you print hidden data from a worksheet? Can you copy them? 

 IV) What are interests and abilities? Why it is important to know about 

your interests and abilities?  

 V) What is self-confidence and self-esteem? 

 VI) What is the chart sheet? Does Calc support chart sheets? 

 Section B 

4 Long Answer Questions (Any 3) 

 1) What are the advantages, disadvantages and purpose of using charts and 

graphics? 

 2) Explain following Function with example 

a) Sum() 

b) Average() 



c) Min() 

d) Max() 

e) Count() 

 3) What is self – grooming? What all we can do to groom and improves 

ourselves?  

 4) Write the steps for Follwing 

a) Format cell 

b) Hide/Unhide row 

c) Delete row/column 

d) Export chart 

e) Insert graphics from file 
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General instructions:- 

 Question No 1-8 carry 1 marks each. 

 Question No 9-18 carry 3 marks each 

 Question No 19 – 24 carry 5 marks each  

 Question No 25-36 are practical questions carry 1 marks each. 

 

  

1 Carbon dioxide is necessary for plants. Why do we consider it as pollutant. 

2 Give precautions while performing artificial insemination. 

3 Convert 370K to Celsius scale. 

4 Why filtration method is not considered for the separation of true solution. 

5 Name two cell organelles that have their own genetic material. 

6 What is function of blood platelets in human body. 

7 Define:-Uniform Motion 

8 What is balanced force? 

9 When water is heated to temp ‘X’ it get converted into steam at a temperature ‘X’ by a 

process called ‘R’ and when steam at temp ‘X’ is cooled it gets reconverted into water 

at the same temperature ‘X’ by the process called ‘S’. 

(a) How much is value of X in Kelvin ? 

(b) Name the processes R & S ? 

10 During an experiment ,students were asked to prepare 10 % (mass/mass) solution of 

sugar in water. Aman dissolved 10 g of sugar in 100g of water while Sarika prepared it 

by dissolving 10g of sugar in water to make 100g of solution. 

(a) Are the two solutions of same concentration. 

(b) Compare the mass % of two solutions. 

11 Give differences between  

(a) Cell wall & plasma membrane. 

(b) RER & SER 



12 Draw a well labeled diagram of nerve cell. 

13 A virus named ‘A’ causes disease ‘X’ which affects the liver of human beings. Give 

the symptoms & preventive measure of the disease.  

                                 OR 

It was diagnosed that the body of the patient has lost his power of fighting against any 

infection. Name the disease the patient was suffering from.Which microbe is 

responsible for the disease Give two ways by which it is spread from one person to 

another. 

14 Give reason 

(a) Antibiotics are not effective for viral disease. 

(b) Health of an organism depends upon surrounding environmental conditions. 

15 What are the harmful effects of soil erosion. 

16 A train starting from rest attains a velocity of 72 km/h in 5 minutes.Assuming that the 

acceleration is uniform find the accelretion and the distance travelled by the train for 

attaining this velocity. 

 Or 

A car accelerates uniformly from 18 km/h to 36 km/h in 5 sec.Calculate the 

acceleration and the distance covered by the car in that time. 

17 Draw graphs:-(1)distance-time graph of body moving with uniform 

speed.(ii)velocity-time graph of a body moving with non-uniform accelerated motion. 

18 An artificial satellite is moving in a circular orbit of radius 42250 km,calculate its 

speed if it takes 24 hours to revolve around the earth. 

Or 

A motor car is moving with a velocity of 108km/h and it takes 4 s to stop after the 

brakes are applied.Calculate the force exerted by the brakes on the motor car if its mass 

along with the passengers is 1000kg. 

19 Name the following:- 

(a) Tissue that form inner lining of our mouth. 

(b) Tissue that connect muscles to bones. 

(c) Tissue that transport food in plants. 

(d) Tissue that stores fat in our body. 

(e) Connective tissue with fluid matrix. 

20 Write short notes  

(a) Formation of soil. 

(b) Depletion of ozone layer 

(c) Give reason why do people love to fly kites near the sea shore. 



21 (a) What are main differences between layers & broilers. 

(b) Name two diseases associated with crops , their micro-organisms & symptoms. 

22 (a) Explain the process how impure copper sulphate can be purified by 

crystallization.  

(b) Give two applications of chromatography. 

         OR 

(a) Draw a labeled diagram showing process of fractional distillation. 

(b) Give difference between true solution colloid & suspension. 

23 Derive equations of motion by graphical method. 

24 Derive the mathematical form of Newton’s second law of motion. 

Or 

State and prove The law of conservation of linear momentum. 

25 Mention two identifying features of smooth muscle. 

26 Write the operations in correct sequence for preparing a temporary mount of human 

cheek cells. 

27 When a mixture of sand, common salt & ammonium chloride is heated in a china dish, 

dense white fumes are evolved. On cooling these fumes on a glass plate, a white 

deposit (X) is obtained. 

(a) Name the obtained white deposit X & give its formula. 

28 Write the operations in correct sequence for preparing a temporary mount of human 

cheek cells. 

29 What is the purpose of separating the components of mixture. 

30 Cheek epithelial cell are an example of  

(a) Squamous epithelial cells 

(b) Cuboidal epithelial cells 

(c) Columnar epithelial cells 

(d) All of these 

31 You have been given a material namely sand, milk, alcohol and water to prepare a true 

solution, suspension & colloid. Give the combination 

(a) True solution-Alcohol + water           (b) True solution- sand + water  

Suspension- Sand + water                   Suspension- Alcohol + Water 

Colloid- milk + water                       Colloid – Milk + water 

   (c) True solution-Alcohol + water           (d) True solution- milk + water  

Suspension- milk + water                   Suspension- Alcohol + Water 

Colloid- sand+ water                       Colloid – sand + water 



32 The organic solvent used to separate mixture of iron & sulphur are 

(a) Carbon disulphide 

(b) Carbon sulphide 

(c) Carbon tetrachloride 

(d) Carbon tetrasulphide 

33 Give two practical example of Newton’s third law of motion. 

34 What is non-uniform motion? 

35 Define uniform circular motion. 

36 State Newton’s first law of motion. 
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General Instructions : 

a)All questions are compulsory. 

b)Total Maximum Marks are on right side. 

 

Sr. 

No 

Questions 

A) Answer the Following Questions 

 1) What is the name of German parliament? 

 2)What is apartheid? 

 3)What is human capital ? 

 4)Name the types of unemployment. 

 5)State countries larger than India. 

 6)What was the first amendment of US constitution? 

7)Explain “perennial” 

8)What are tectonic plates? 

9) What is referendum? 

10) Explain “genocide” 

11) Name the administrative capital of Lakshadweep. 

12)Who are included in 3
rd

Estate? 

13)What is “Human Capital”? 

14)Which state lies in the extreme part of west? 

15)What is Tithe? 

B) Answer the following 

 1) What are economic and non economic activities? 



 2) What are the various activities undertaken in the primary, secondaryand tertiary sectors. 

 3)Describe the legacy of the French Revolution for the people of the world during the 19
th

& 

20
th

 centuries. 

 4)The Sun rises two hours earlier in Arunachal Pradesh as compared to Gujarat in the west 

but the watches show the same time.How does this happen? 

5)   Write Short notes on The Central Highlands. 

6)Write a short note on the directory. 

7) Explain why Nazi propaganda was effective in creating hatred for Jews. 

8) Explain: Why rivers are important for country’s economy. 

9) Explain Rights to constitutional remedies. 

C) Answer the Following Questions 

 1) In what ways did the Nazi state seek to establish total control over its people? 

 2) “Democracy produces an accountable form of Government” Explain 

    3)Give an account of the Northern Plains of India. 

   4) Describe the circumstances leading to the outbreak of revolutionary protest in France.  

   5) Distinguish between disguised and seasonal unemployment. 

   6) What was subsistence crisis? Mention the factors responsible for this 

D) Map Work 

 1) Two union territories of India 

 2) Mark Aravali range, Indus river system, Godavari river, Anaimudi Peak. 

 3) A  country lying to the eastern part of India 

 


